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The Honorable Les Aspin 
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The Department of Defense (DOD) shares liability with carriers for loss 
and damage to household goods shipments of military service members. 
In late 1986, DOD, through the Military Traffic Management Command 
(MTMC), proposed changes that would increase carrier liability for 
domestic household goods shipments. These changes also established a 
rate, in addition to transportation charges, to compensate household 
goods carriers for their increased liability. On December 16, 1986, you 
asked us to review MTMC'S proposed changes and to determine a rate 
that is fair and adequate. MTMC implemented the proposed changes on 
April 1, 1987, for intrastate shipments, and on May 1, 1987, for inter- 
state shipments. 

We could not determine a fair and adequate level of compensation for 
the increased carrier liability for two reasons. First, it is too early to 
determine the impact of increased liability on carrier performance. Car- 
rier performance affects the number and amount of claims submitted by 
military service members for lost and damaged household goods. In 
1981 the Air Force conducted a test-Project REVAL-that was 
designed to determine the effect of increased liability on claims, but we 
found that the accuracy of REVAL test results was questionable. With- 
out such carrier performance information, the potential effect on carrier 
revenues or government costs cannot be determined. This information is 
necessary for determining a fair and adequate compensation level. I, 

Second, determining a fair and adequate compensation level for the 
increased carrier liability requires a policy judgment about the appropri- 
ate performance level to be expected from carriers. Because carrier per- 
formance levels vary widely, a single rate may not be perceived as fair 
and adequate by all carriers. For example, a rate that adequately covers 
the claims liability costs of a carrier that causes few claims would not be 
adequate to cover those of a poorly-performing carrier. Conversely, a 
rate that covers the claims liability costs of a poorly-performing carrier 
would result in overpayment to a better-performing carrier. 
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We found that MTMC'S new rate will compensate only the better- 
performing carriers for increased liability costs if carriers perform as 
they did in fiscal year 1986, the most recent year for which adequate 
claims data was available at the time of our review. This rate should 
reduce government claims costs and should provide increased incentive 
for improved carrier performance. 

If claims and carrier performance continue at the fiscal year 1986 levels, 
we estimate that approximately $3 million to $4 million in government 
costs will be transferred to the carriers under the increased liability pro- 
gram. This amount represents about 1 percent or less of total carrier 
revenues received for domestic DOD household goods shipments during 
fiscal year 1986. 

We reviewed MTMC household goods claims data for 64 carriers that 
moved about 66 percent of DOD'S domestic household goods shipments 
during fiscal year 1986. We found that under the new liability program, 
added revenues should be greater than increased liability costs for about 
28 percent of the carriers examined (the better-performing carriers), 
even if carrier performance does not improve over the fiscal year 1986 
levels. Carriers with liability costs greater than the added revenues 
could (1) improve performance so less damage and loss occur, (2) 
increase transportation rates, or (3) absorb the loss. 

A primary objective of the increased liability program is to increase the 
incentive for carriers to reduce the level of loss and damage to house- 
hold goods shipments. While currently it is not possible to determine a 
fair and adequate compensation rate, we support MTMC'S policy of 
attempting to provide increased incentive for improved carrier perform- 
ance. We therefore believe that the current rate of compensation under 
MTMC'S increased liability program should remain unchanged until car- 
rier performance data or additional cost information indicates that 

b 

changes are needed. 

We requested that DOD and seven carrier associations review and com- 
ment on a draft of this report. DOD generally agreed with the results of 
our review but argued that our findings about Project REVAL could not 
be generalized since we had reviewed the accuracy of this test for only 
one carrier. The carrier associations agreed with our findings regarding 
the imprecision of Project REVAL data. However, they (1) believe that 
currently available data are sufficient to determine the impact of 
increased liability on the number and amount of claims and (2) consider 
unacceptable the three alternatives we suggested on how carriers could 
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handle the increased liability costs associated with the new program. 
Details on our findings, conclusions, and our evaluation of DOD and 
industry comments are included in appendix I. The full texts of DOD and 
carrier association comments are included as appendixes II, III, and IV. 

In conducting this review, we interviewed officials and reviewed docu- 
ments associated with programs for the movement of domestic house- 
hold goods at WD and the General Services Administration. We also 
interviewed and obtained documents from carrier association officials 
and representatives of selected carriers. Our carrier performance analy- 
ses used data provided by MTMC for fiscal year 1986. The data and 
records used to evaluate Project REVAL were provided by Interstate 
Van Lines, Inc., and by Headquarters, U.S. Air Force. We conducted our 
review from January to August 1987 in accordance with generally 
accepted government auditing standards. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Chairman, Senate Committee 
on Armed Services; interested Members of the Congress who have 
requested copies; selected carrier associations; and the Secretaries of 
Defense, the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mark E. Gebicke 
Associate Director 
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Appendix I 

k@kations of Increasing Carrier Liability on 
DOD Shipments 

Background 
1 

From 1967 to early 1987, carriers handling military household goods 
movements were liable for damage or loss at the rate of $0.60 per pound 
per article. For example, if a carrier lost or damaged a 70-pound televi- --- 
sion worth $400, it was liable for the depreciated value or for repairs- 
up to a maximum of $42 (70 pounds times $0.60). 

Under the new system adopted in early 1987 by the Military Traffic 
Management Command (MTMC), the carrier is liable for the full depreci- 
ated value of damaged or lost articles up to a maximum amount (valua- 
tion) per shipment based on the shipment weight multiplied by $1.26 per 
pound. For example, if a shipment weighs 4,000 pounds, the carrier is 
liable for a maximum of $6,000 (4,000 pounds times $1.26). Thus, if 
only one item in this shipment is lost and its depreciated value is estab- 
lished at $6,000, the carrier is liable for this amount. In the case of the 
$400 television, the carrier would be liable for the full depreciated value 
($400) or for the cost of repairs, whichever is less, and for all other lost 
or damaged items in the shipment until the total amount of loss and 
damage reached $6,000. Carrier liability under the new system generally 
is increased because it is no longer computed on a per-article basis. 

Commercial tariffs currently include a separate charge (in addition to 
transportation charges) of $0.60 per $100 of shipment valuation, and in 
return, the carrier is liable for damages up to $1.26 times the shipment 
weight. However, the carrier industry has objected to moving Depart- 
ment of Defense (DOD) household goods at this rate primarily because 
military service member claims for lost or damaged household goods are 
settled by the military services. DOD then attempts recovery from the 
carrier up to the extent of the carrier’s liability. In commercial practice, 
the carrier usually settles such claims. The carrier industry generally 
believes that military claims settlement is too generous and results in 
excessive claims payments. Excessive payments cause higher levels of b 
recovery from carriers, which in turn result in increased carrier costs. 
At one time, DOD allowed carriers to settle claims directly with the ser- 
vice member. This practice was changed, according to DOD, because car- 
rier resolution of claims was found to be unacceptable. 

Because the military services wanted to retain claims settlement author- 
ity for DOD household goods shipments, MTMC established a separate 
charge for the additional carrier liability of $0.64 (instead of the com- 
mercial rate of $0.60) for every $100 of shipment valuation in addition 
to transportation charges, plus an additional 10 percent of any tempo- 
rary storage charges. The American Movers Conference (AMC) and the 
Household Goods Carriers’ Bureau (HGCB), on behalf of member carriers, 
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Implications of Increasing Carrier Liability 
on DOD Shipments 

believe that the separate charge should be $1.13 per $100 of valuation, 
plus 10 percent of any temporary storage charges. 

F&r and Adequate We could not determine a fair and adequate separate charge to compen- 

Sebarate Charge sate carriers for their increased liability for two reasons. First, the 
impact of this increase on carrier performance, and consequently the 

Qnnot Be Determined number and amount of claims submitted by service members, are 
unknown. Without such information, it is impossible to determine the 
effect of increased liability on carrier revenues and government costs. In 
1981 the Air Force conducted a test-Project REVAL-that provided 
this information, but we found the accuracy of this test to be 
questionable. 

Second, because carrier performance levels vary widely, establishing a 
single separate charge that is fair and adequate for all carriers is diffi- 
cult and requires policy judgments about the appropriate performance 
level to be expected from carriers. 

‘r ject Reval 

” 

I / 

Project REVAL compared costs and carrier performance on 40,567 ship- 
ments of Air Force household goods with a maximum carrier liability of 
$0.60 per pound per article with 12,252 similar shipments using the 
maximum carrier liability of $1.25 per pound times the shipment weight 
(purchased for a separate charge of $0.50 per $100 valuation). The 
results of the test showed that, with the increased carrier liability, the 
average amount of household goods damage claim paid by the Air Force 
was reduced by 34 percent from the amount paid for shipments with 
$0.60 per pound per article liability. The Air Force concluded that (1) 
the increased liability gave the carriers incentive to reduce shipment 
damage and (2) the combination of reduced average claim amounts and b 
added liability compensation would have a favorable impact on carrier 
profitability. 

Project REVAL results were a major factor in MTMC'S decision to increase 
carrier liability. Other major factors included the high frequency and 
cost of damage and loss to military service members’ household goods, 
the inadequacy of the former liability rate in covering a reasonable 
share of the liability for losses, the need to provide increased carrier 
incentive for reducing claims, and increases in government costs associ- 
ated with military service members’ household goods claims. 
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ImpIlcatio~ of Increaainrj C?arrier Uabllity 
on DOD Shipmentu 

Accuracy of Project Reval Officials of the AMC, other carrier associations, and most of the carriers 
Questionable we contacted stated that Project REVAL data were inaccurate and that 

therefore the Air Force’s conclusions were erroneous. These officials 
stated that carrier costs during the REVAL test had exceeded the addi- 
tional revenues generated by the separate charge and that little reduc- 
tion in damage and losses had actually occurred. 

We could not verify Project REVAL’s data because the computer tapes 
containing the data had been destroyed. We did obtain Project REVAL 
data printouts, but we could not manually compare them with a suffi- 
cient number of carrier records to adequately test the accuracy of Pro- 
ject REVAL’s data because of the time and resources such an analysis 
would require and because these records were not available from many 
carriers. 

However, we did test the accuracy of Project REVAL’s data at Interstate 
Van Lines, Inc, of Springfield, Virginia.’ We found that the data for this 
carrier were seriously flawed. Project REVAL data recorded fewer than 
half the number of actual military service member claims and less than 
half of the amounts of DOD’S payment of claims and subsequent recovery 
from the carriers. For example, our analysis of Project REVAL, Air 
Force, and Interstate documents and data showed that DOD had paid 76 
military service member claims totaling $47,501, while Project REVAL 
only recorded 33 claims totaling $22,726. Also, our review of Air Force 
claims records and cancelled Interstate checks showed that DOD had 
recovered $23,486 from Interstate, rather than the $7,182 indicated by 
Project REVAL data. The number of Interstate’s claims and their costs 
under the new rate were therefore much higher than Project REVAL 
indicated. Recurrence of such problems in the data on other carriers, as 
is claimed by the carrier industry, would clearly render Project REVAL 
results invalid. I, 

We asked the Claims and Tort Litigation Staff of the Office of the Air 
Force Judge Advocate General to search their files to verify our find- 
ings. Air Force officials confirmed our findings and told us that Project 
REVAL’s data on other carriers probably contained similar errors. One 
Air Force official told us that these errors had occurred primarily 
because claims data associated with Project REVAL shipments were 
sometimes not properly identified or included in the REVAL test data 

‘We tested Project REVAL’s accuracy at Interstate Van Lines, Inc., a carrier that had disputed the 
Project REVAL figures, because Project REV& shipment records were readily available from this 
carrier. 
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Appendix I 
Implications of Increasing Carrier Liability 
on DOD Shipments 

base by installation claims personnel. Since Interstate REVAL shipments 
were made between various Air Force installations and Air Force instal- 
lations also used many other carriers for REVAL shipments, we believe 
that some claims data for the other carriers were probably not included 
in the REVAL test data base. We therefore believe that Project REVAL’s 
accuracy is questionable. 

C$-rier Performance 
Differs 

We evaluated MTMC’S carrier performance data for 54 selected carriers 
that had moved about 56 percent of DOD’s domestic household goods 
shipments during fiscal year 1985, the latest period for which sufficient 
data for analysis were available. We found that the average level of loss 
and damage to these shipments varied widely by carrier. 

For example, the percentage of shipments incurring claims ranged from 
slightly over 1 percent for the best-performing carrier to about 25 per- 
cent for the worst, with the overall average slightly over 16 percent. 
The average claim paid by WD to the military service member also 
varied widely by carrier, ranging from $297 for the best-performing car- 
rier to $823 for the worst, with an overall average of $600.2 

Such variations in carrier performance contributed to our difficulty in 
determining a separate charge that would be fair and adequate for all 
carriers. A high separate charge would result in windfall revenue 
increases for the better-performing carriers, while a low one would be 
inadequate to cover costs associated with increased liability for poorly- 
performing carriers. 

stimate of Impact on Although we could not determine a fair and adequate separate charge, 
we did estimate the impact the increased liability program will have on b 

overru-nent Costs government costs. Our estimate uses MTMC’S fiscal year 1985 claims data 
and assumes no reduction in the number or amount of claims. Details on 
our estimate are shown in table I. 1. 

“Claims data filed since the time of our analysis indicate that the average amount of claim for fiscal 
year 1986 may increase to about $629. However, some data from military services with historically 
lower than average claim amounts have not been filed. 
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Appendix I 
Implications of Increasing Carrier Liability 
on DOD Shipments 

hbie 1.1: Impact of the New Rate on 
CJo$mmont Coat8 for DOD Domertlc Dollars in millions 
Hou/eehold Qoodr Shipments Old rate New rate -- ~- 

Claims paid by DOD $21 .8a $21 .8b 

Less recovery from carriers 4.7c 17.0d 

17.2 4.8 

KS  amount paid carriers for increased liability 0 9.4e 

Total government cost $17.2 $14.2 

Note: Some totals do not correctly add due to rounding. 
aEstimated DOD claims cost for fiscal year 1985 shipments was based on available Army and Air Force 
data projected to include the Navy and Marine Corps. Projections were based on a historical analysis of 
previous Navy and Marine Corps claims costs. 

bWe assumed that the amount and number of claims would remain unchanged from those under the old 
rate during fiscal year 1985. 

, 

CEstimated DOD recovery from carriers for fiscal year 1995 shipments was based on available Army and 
Air Force data projected to include the Navy and Marine Corps. Projections were based on a historical 
analysis of previous Navy and Marine Corps claims costs. 

dProject REVAL indicated that under the increased liability concept, 78 percent of the total amount paid 
should be recoverable from carriers. We could not determine whether this portion of the REVAL data 
was accurate. The REVAL test did not identify and include all REVAL shipment claims data in the data 
base. However, the overall recoverable percentage for the claims included in the data base should not 
be significantly different from the percentage for those that were not included. Claims officials from all 
the military services confirmed a recovery rate range of from 74 to 80 percent of the amount asserted 
against carriers, Also, according to MTMC,  claims data filed since the implementation of the increased 
liability program indicated an overall recovery rate of 78 percent as of February 1988. 

@Based on M T M C ’s separate charge of $0.64 per $100 valuation. 

Fiscal year 1986 claims  data filed since our analysis indicate that gov- 
ernm ent claims  costs m ay decline to about a m illion m ore than our esti- 
m ate of $3 m illion. This decrease in governm ent costs m eans that carrier 
costs would increase, and consequently their revenues would decline by 
a sim ilar amount. However, this amount is less than one percent of the 
$460 m illion in total revenues, including transportation charges, 
received by the carriers in fiscal year 1985 for dom estic DOD household b 
goods shipm ents. Carriers whose liabilities exceed the revenues pro- 
vided by the $0.64 rate would have several options: to (1) improve per- 
form ance so less dam age and loss occur, (2) increase transportation 
rates, or (3) absorb the loss. 

The estim ated potential impact of increased liability on governm ent and 
carrier costs varies according to which assum ptions are used. Using fis- 
cal year 1986 carrier perform ance data, the current rate of com pensa- 
tion of $0.64, and the m ost unfavorable conditions to the carrier 
industry (no improvem ent in perform ance and a DOD recovery rate from  
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Appendix I 
Implication of Increasing Carrier Liability 
on DOD Shipments 

carriers of 95 percent), 9 of the 54 carriers we reviewed (about 17 per- 
cent) would have liability revenues greater than additional liability 
costs. If carrier performance does not improve and the DOD recovery rate 
from carriers remains at 78 percent (as shown by REVAL and confirmed 
by military claims officials), 16 of the 54 carriers (about 28 percent) 
would have liability revenues in excess of liability costs. Using these 
assumptions (no performance improvement and 78 percent recoverable) 
and the $1.13 compensatory rate proposed by the carriers, our analyses 
showed that 46 of the 64 carriers would have liability revenues in 
excess of liability costs and that 6 of these would have liability revenues 
at least 100 percent greater than liability costs. 

We believe that carrier compensation for increased liability should be 
based on the performance levels demonstrated by the better-performing 
carriers. The $0.64 rate therefore appears to be a reasonable base rate 
and should remain unchanged until carrier performance data or other 
information indicates that changes are needed. 

a draft of this report. Carrier association comments were consolidated 

E\Paluation 
and submitted by AMC. We received supplemental comments from HGCB. 
Complete DOD and industry comments are included as appendixes II, III, 
and IV. 

DOD Comments 
I 

, 
I 

DOD generally agreed with our findings but stated that several areas of 
the report needed clarification. DOD stated that, although Project REVAL 
data for Interstate Van Lines contained errors, data on this carrier did 
not represent a statistically valid sample and the magnitude of the prob- 
Iem at Interstate was not necessarily the same for all carriers. b 

We agree that data for Interstate Van Lines, Inc., do not represent a sta- 
tistically valid sample of Project REVAL. Our report acknowledges that 
we could not test Project REVAL’s data adequately because its computer 
tapes had been destroyed. Although our evaluation of Project REVAL’s 
data extraction techniques and our interviews with Air Force officials 
indicated that data on other carriers participating in Project REVAL had 
probably been omitted, we did not confirm that such omissions had actu- 
ally occurred, nor did we measure the impact of such omissions on the 
data from any other carrier. We believe that the information we 
obtained from Air Force officials, coupled with the REVAL errors at 
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Implications of Increasing Carrier Liability ’ 
on DOD Shipmenta 

Interstate, supports a conclusion that the accuracy of Project REVAL’s 
results is questionable. 

DOD also suggested that we clarify the report (1) by indicating that the 
claims data we used represent only domestic shipments and (2) by not- 
ing that DOD did, at one time, allow carriers to settle claims directly with 
service members. These changes were incorporated. 

AlblC Comments AMC stated that Project REVAL was the major factor in MTMC'S decision 
to increase carrier liability. It noted the defects in Project REVAL identi- 
fied in our report and said that it was a mistake to base conclusions and 
projections and to justify expansion of the carrier liability provisions in 
DOD's domestic rate solicitation on Project REVAL data. AMC believed 
that we should have concluded that justification for increasing carrier 
liability was based on faulty Project REVAL data and that any projec- 
tions of claims costs and carrier revenue recoveries might not be factual 
and would likely be misleading. 

MTMC'S decision to expand carrier liability was not due solely to Project 
REVAL’s results. We modified our report to show the other factors influ- 
encing MTMC'S decision. Furthermore, MTMC'S justification for increasing 
carrier liability is really not an issue, since industry officials acknowl- 
edged that an increase in carrier liability was warranted. 

With respect to Project REVAL, we believe that its defects were clearly 
identified in a draft of this report. We used selected Project REVAL data 
(a DOD claims recovery rate of 78 percent) to make certain projections. 
However, we found no indication that this particular piece of REVAL 
data was inaccurate, and the accuracy of the REVAL data we used was 
supported through other means. We modified table I. 1 to explain our b 
reasons for accepting this particular piece of REVAL data. 

AMC stated that movers generally did not share our conclusion that the 
impact of increased liability on the number and amount of claims could 
not be predicted with currently available data. AMC believed that, using 
MTMC shipment and claims data for fiscal year 1986, we should have 
been able to determine the potential effect the increased carrier liability 
program would have on carrier revenue and government costs and that 
we should have included that effect in our report. 

In our opinion, such a determination can be made only if assumptions 
are made regarding (1) carrier performance as it relates to the number 
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Appendix I 
Implicntions of Increasing Carrier Liability 
on DOD Shipments 

I ” 

and amount of claims that will occur and (2) the amount of such claims 
recoverable from carriers. It is unclear at this time what effect the 
increased liability program will have on these factors. 

AMC agreed that establishing a single compensation rate that is fair to all 
carriers would be difficult. It believed, however, that we could deter- 
mine a single rate, using fiscal year 1986 data, that would be fair to both 
the average- and the better-performing carriers. AMC determined that 
this rate should be $0.86 per $100 valuation. 

This rate should compensate the average- and better-performing carri- 
ers for their increased liability costs only if the number and amount of 
claims against a carrier remained the same as the number and amount of 
claims in fiscal year 1986 and the recoverable rate remained at 78 per- 
cent. Furthermore, under the $0.86 proposal, the better-performing car- 
riers would receive compensation in excess of full liability costs. The 
average-performing carriers would receive compensation for their liabil- 
ity costs, while compensation for only the poorly-performing carriers 
would be inadequate to cover increased liability costs. We believe that 
the rate should be set at a level that fully compensates only the better- 
performing carriers, thus providing greater incentive for performance 
improvement by both the average- and poorly-performing carriers. 

Also, based on AMC data, it appears that government costs would remain 
approximately the same under the $0.86 proposal, thus providing little 
benefit to the government over the old liability rate ($0.60 per pound 
per article). MTMC believed that the level of government costs was unac- 
ceptably high under this formula because carriers had little incentive to 
reduce loss and damage to household goods shipments. From the overall 
fiscal viewpoint, government costs at the $0.86 rate would continue at 
an unacceptably high level. I, 

One objective of the increased liability program is to increase the incen- 
tive for carriers to reduce the level of loss and damage to household 
goods. According to AMC, movers, agreed that most carriers could make 
some improvement in performance. The wide variance in the frequency 
and average amount of claims among carriers further attests to the 
potential for reduction. Carrier frequency of claim rates ranged from 1 
percent to about 25 percent of the total number of shipments, and the 
average claim among carriers varied from $297 to $823. 

The current $0.64 rate will fully compensate only the better-performing 
carriers for increased liability costs if there is no improvement in carrier 
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ImpIicatIo~ of Increasing Carrier Liabtlity 
on DOD Shipments 

performance and the DOD recovery rate from carriers remains 
unchanged. This rate should reduce government claims costs and pro- 
vide incentives for improved performance for carriers with both aver- 
age and poor performance levels. These carriers could recover any 
increased liability costs by improving their performance or, if necessary, 
by increasing their transportation rates. 

AMC stated that its proposed separate charge of $0.86 per $100 valua- 
tion would not make the carrier industry “whole,” that is, would not 
fully compensate for the increase in liability. They noted that average 
claim payouts are increasing and that our calculations do not consider 
the increased carrier administrative, insurance, and capital costs they 
believe this program will cause. They also believe that the DOD recovery 
rate from carriers will increase to 96 percent. 

We did not attempt to adjust our analysis to consider other carrier costs 
that may change as a result of increased liability (such as insurance pre- 
miums, administrative costs, and capital costs). Data currently available 
are insufficient to substantiate and measure these costs or to indicate 
the degree to which they might be affected by the increased liability 
program. 

Carrier industry officials and some DOD officials told us they believed 
that the DOD recovery rate from carriers could be increased to as much 
as 96 percent under the increased liability program. DOD claims officials 
disagreed. They told us that the recoverable rate ranges from about 74 
percent to 80 percent and that they do not expect this rate to increase. 
The increased liability program has not been in effect long enough to 
develop meaningful data on this issue. 

AMC agreed that most carriers can make some improvement in perform- b 
ante but stated that Project REVAL’s prediction of a 34-percent reduc- 
tion in claims cost is misleading. We agree that the 34-percent reduction 
is questionable and that such a reduction did not occur in the case of 
Interstate Van Lines. All the numerical projections we used in this 
report were based on the conservative assumption that no improvement 
in carrier performance (no reduction in number and/or amount of 
claims) would occur. 

AMC stated that if transportation rates were adjusted to cover claims 
costs, congressional oversight of these costs and determination of actual 
transportation costs would be difficult. Under the increased liability 
program, those carriers whose claims would not be fully covered by the 
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ImpUcationa of Jnawdng Carrier Liability 
on DOD Shipments 

compensatory payment could increase the transportation rate they 
charge the government. In these cases, the government might not be able 
to determine the portion of the transportation rate associated with the 
increased liability costs. 

Claims costs should be adequately visible to the government through 
claims data collected by the military services. The government could 
readily determine claims costs related to the service member as well as 
total household goods transportation costs (claims costs plus transporta- 
tion charges). 

More importantly, carriers experiencing higher levels of loss and dam- 
age on DOD household goods shipments will have to improve their per- 
formance, absorb the loss, or cover their claims costs through higher 
transportation rates. Carriers with continued poor performance would 
probably be forced to increase their transportation rates, thus becoming 
less competitive in obtaining contracts for the movement of military ser- 
vice members’ property. Carrier selection for DOD’S business would then 
be more closely aligned with the quality and cost of the service 
rendered. 

AMC stated that carriers would have difficulty adjusting transportation 
rates to cover claims liability costs in a timely fashion. Since carriers 
must file their transportation rates for the next period before claims 
data are available for the current period, some carriers would have cash 
flow problems. AMC added that carriers and agents that are totally 
dependent on military business would be particularly affected and 
would be forced to meet competitors’ rates without knowing their true 
claims costs. 

While we agree that carriers would initially have limited experience on 
which to base revisions to their transportation rates under the new lia- 
bility rate, most carriers should be able to approximate their claims 
costs under the increased liability program. Further, DOD pays carrier 
transportation charges and compensation for increased carrier liability 
at the time of shipment delivery, but 6 months to 1 year or longer often 
passes between delivery and the time service members file claims and 
the military services begin recovery efforts. The carriers have use of 
these funds and can accumulate them during this period to cover any 
increased liability costs until the carriers’ next opportunity to submit 
revised transportation rate bids, if such revisions are needed. The 
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poorly-performing carriers are the most likely to have problems adjust- 
ing transportation rates, but they can avoid such problems by improving 
their performance. 

H@B Comments 

I 

IIGCB stated that two of the conclusions in our report were contradictory: 
(1) the impact of increased liability on the number and amount of claims 
cannot be predicted and (2) approximately $3 million in costs that are 
now absorbed by the government will be transferred to the household 
goods carrier industry. 

While these conclusions may appear on the surface to be contradictory, 
we do not believe that is the case. The impact of increased liability can- 
not be accurately predicted at this time because it is unclear how carrier 
performance will be affected by the change. In its comments on our 
report, AMC agreed that most carriers could make some improvement in 
performance; however, the extent of such improvement is uncertain. 

The cost figure used in our report (approximately $3 million to $4 mil- 
lion) indicates the potential effect of the increased liability program 
using two primary assumptions: (1) carrier performance will not change 
from fiscal year 1986 levels and (2) the DOD recovery rate from carriers 
is 78 percent. These are but two of several assumptions that could affect 
the impact of increased liability. 
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PRODUCTION AND 
LOGISTICS 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINOTON. 0.c 20301-8000 

OCT ! 1987 

(L/TP) 

Mr. Henry Conner 
Senior Associate Director 
National Security and 

International Affairs Division 
Us General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Conner: 
This is the Department of Defense (DOD) response to the 

General Accounting Office (GAO) Draft Report entitled HOUSEHOLD I I. . GOoDS, sed. dated 
August 18, 1987 (GAO code 393226/OSD CaseS73i5). 

While the DOD is in general agreement with the report 
findings, there are several areas needing clarification. These 
areas are addressed in the detailed DOD comments on the draft 
report findings, which are provided in the enclosure. 

Enclosure 

I ‘/ 
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GAO DRAFT REPORT - DATED AUGUST 18, 1987 
(GAO CODE 393226) OSD CASE 7385 

"HOUSEHOLD GOODS: CARRIER LIABILITY ON DOD SHIPMENTS INCREASED" 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS 
* * * * * 

FINDINGS 

DING A. wier 6 * . Llabll itv. The GAO reported that, since 
1967, carriers handling military household goods movements have 
been liable for damage or loss at the rate of $.60 per pound, 
per article, The GAO explained that, if a Carrier lost or 
damaged a 60 pound television worth $400, it was liable for the 
depreciated value for repairs up to a maximum of $36 (60 pounds 
x $.60 per pound). The GAO found that under the new SVStem 
adopted by the Military Traffic Management command (MTMC), the 
carrier is liable for the full depreciated value of damaged or 
lost articles, up to a maximum amount per shioment, based on the 
shipment weight multiplied by $1.25 per pound. (If a shipment 
weighed 4,000 pounds, the carrier is liable for a maximum 
cumulative valuation of $5,000.) The GAO concluded that, 
generally, carrier liability under the new system is increased 
because it is no longer computed on a per article basis. The 
GAO reported that commercial tariffs currently provide for a 
charge of $.50 per $100 valuation, in addition to freight 
charges. The GAO reported, however, that the carrier industry 
has objected to moving DOD household goods at this rate because 
Service member claims for lost or damaged household goods are 
settled by the Services, and (according to the moving industry) 
the Military Service claims settlement is too liberal and 
results in excessive claims payments. The GAO observed that, 
since the Military Service wanted to retain claims settlement 
for DOD household goods shipments, the MTMC, established a 
compensatory rate for the additional carrier liability of $.64 
for every $100 of shipment valuation, in addition to freight 
charges, plus 10 percent of any temporary storage charges. The 
GAO reported, however, that the American Movers Conference and 
the Household Goods Carriers Bureau contend that the 
compensatory rate should be $1.13 per $100 valuation, plus 10 
percent of any temporary storage charges. (pp. 2-3/GAO Draft 
Report) 

. DOD Rest Concur. 

& s 0 
The GAO reported that it could not determine a fair 

and adequate level of compensation for several reasons. The GAO 
explained, as follows: 
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pp.&9,and 11. 

2 

first, the impact of the increased liability on the number 
and amount of claims cannot be predicted and without this 
information, it is impossible to accurately determine the 
potential effect on carrier revenue or Government costs: and 

because of the differing levels of carrier performance, it 
would be difficult to establish a single rate that is 
perceived as fair and adequate for all carriers. 

The GAO concluded that, if the new MTMC program does not result 
in a reduction in the number and amount of Service member claims 
and carriers perform as they did in FY 1985, approximately $3 
million in costs that are now absorbed by the Government will be 
transferred to the household goods carriers. The GAO further 
observed the carrier options for handling this transfer of 
liability are: m improving performance so less damage and loss 
occurs: QJ- obtaining more compensation through higher freight 
rates; or a absorbing the loss. (pp. l-3/GAO Draft Report) 

. ROD Resoonse c Partially concur. The GAO subsequently observes 
that the accuracy of the project REVAL test is questionable. 
The DOD disagrees with this finding to the extent it was based 
on information obtained in a review of Interstate Van Lines 
records, While some errors in test data were identified at 
Interstate, one carrier's experience alone should not be a 
sufficient basis to refute the accuracy of project REVAL. 
Further, the results are not based on a statistically valid 
sample and should not be used as a basis for general conclusions 
applicable to all carriers. (Also, see DOD Response to Finding 
D-1 

NG C ; P t REVA& The GAO found that, in 1981, the Air 
Force conducted Pzoject RI&AL a test to determine the impact of 
the increased valuation on the number and amount of claims. The 
GAO reported that project REVAL compared costs and carrier 
performance on 40,567 shipments of Air Force household goods at 
$.60 per pound per article maximum carrier liability with 12,252 
Similar shipments using the maximum carrier liability of $1.25 
per pound times the weight of the shipment, with a compensatory 
rate of $.50 per $100 valuation. According to the GAO, the 
rt3SUltS showed that, with the increased carrier liability, the 
average amount of household goods damage claim paid was reduced 
by 34 peP33nt from that occurring for shipments with the $.60 
per pound per article liability. The GAO reported that the test 
concluded: 

the increased liability gave the carriers incentive to 
reduce shipment damage: and 

the combination of reduced average claim amounts and added 
liability compensation would actually have a favorable 
impact on carrier profitability. 
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Se& pp 8,9,andll 
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The GAO concluded that Project REVAL was a major factor in the 
MTMC decision to increase carrier liability. (pp. 4-5/GAO Draft 
Report) 

. onseL Concur. 
. c uestlomble RwAL Test Accuracv . The GAO reported 

that the American Movers Conference and other carriers it 
contacted asserted that Project REVAL data was inaccurate and, 
therefore, it8 conclusions were erroneous. The GAO reported 
that it could not verify project REVAL data because the computer 
tapes containing the data had been destroyed. The GAO did 
obtain Project REVAL data printouts, but found that manual 
comparison with carrier records at enough carriers to test REVAL 
data accuracy was impractical because of the time and resources 
it would require and the availability of records at the 
carriers. However, the GAO found that, for the Interstate Van 
Line8 of Springfield, VA., 
was seriously flawed. 

the REVAL test data (for Interstate) 
The GAO observed that REVAL identified 

Service member claims, DOD payment of claims, and subsequent DOD 
recovery from the carrier in less than half of the Interstate 
case8 where they occurred. As an example, the GAO noted that 
Air Force and Interstate documents and data show that DOD 
actually paid 76 Service member claims totaling $47,501, 
compared to the 33 claims totaling $22,726 indicated by REVAL. 
The GAO reported that Air Force officials from the Claims and 
Tort Litigation Staff, 

' General, 
Office of the Air Force Judge Advocate 

confirmed the GAO findings and indicated that similar 
REVAL test data errors probably occurred for other carriers as 
well, because claims associated with REVAL shipments were 
Sometimes not identified and included in the test data base. 
(pp. 4-5/GAO Draft Report) 

Partially concur. The GAO concludes that REVAL 
data is seriously flawed for one carrier (Interstate Van Lines). 
This finding should be clarified so as not to infer Air Force 
officials confirmed that the magnitude of the problem found at 
Interstate was necessarily the same for all carriers. It is 
asserted that, inasmuch as Interstate is only one carrier out of 
a universe of hundreds, such a small sample does not support 
such an inference. 

mDING 8: Pifferences In Carrier Performance . The GAO 
evaluated MTMC carrier performance data for 54 selected carriers 
responsible for moving about 56 percent of DOD shipments during 
FY 1985. The GAO found that the average level of loss and 
damage to household goods shipments varied widely by carrier. 
For example, the GAO noted that the percentage of shipments 
incurring claims ranged from slightly over 1 percent for the 
best performing carrier to over 24 percent for the worst, with 
the overall average slightly over 16 percent. In addition, the 
GAO observed that the average claim paid by the DOD to the 
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Service member also varied widely by carrier, ranging from $297 
for the best performing carrier to $823 for the Worst, with an 
overall average of $600. The GAO concluded such Variations in 
carrier performance contributed to the difficulty in determining 
a compensatory rate that would be fair and adequate for all 
carriers--i.e., a high rate would result in windfall profits for 
the better performers, while a low one would be inadequate to 
cover costs for poorly performing carriers. (pp. !?I-6/GAO Draft 
Report) 

. onset Concur. 

-F: -ate of The Impact On Government Costa . 
Although it could not determine a fair and adequate Compensatory 
rate, the GAO did estimate the impact the new MTMC program will 
have on Government costs, using MTMC FY 1985 Claims data, as 
follows: 

Old Ra e 
(millions tof*dollars)** 

Yew Rat? * 

Claims paid by DOD $ 21.8 $ 21.8 
Less: recovery from carriers 

$ 1% $59 

Plus: amount paid carriers 
for increased liability Q 

Total DOD claims cost $17,2 $JJ& 
* (Footnotes as shown in the report were omitted.) 

** (Some totals do not add due to rounding.) 
The GAO projected that, for a program with overall annual costs 
Of about $450 million in FY 1985, Government claims costs would 
have declined by $3 million, meaning that carrier revenues would 
have declined by a similar amount. The GAO concluded that 
carriers, whose liabilities exceed the compensatory payment 
provided by the $.64 rate, would have the options of (1) 
improving performance so less damage and loss occurs, (2) 
obtaining more compensation through higher freight rates, or (2) 
absorbing the loss. (pp. 6-7/GAO Draft Report) 

. DoD Reggonse, Concur. It should be clarified, however, that 
the Claims data used herein represents only domestic shipments. 

m_i: Procedural ComDarisons Between Mllltarv And c 
Shlaments In comparing Military and civilian shipment 

ivilian 
. 

procedures, the GAO found that the primary difference between 
the DoD and the GSA is the manner in which the claims are 
settled. The GAO observed that the DOD settles damage and/or 
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Swpp. 6, 12. 
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I 
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loss claims wi.th the Service member first, and then attempts 
recovery from the carrier, while GSA requires civilian employees 
to attempt settlement with the carrier first. The GAO also 
found that the degree of Government assistance provided to 
civilian employees in resolving claims against a carrier depends 
upon the method of shipment used and the policy of the 
Government agency involved. In addition, the GAO found that a 
civilian employee can file a claim against the Federal 
Government in the event that carrier compensation for damages is 
unsatisfactory. (p. 8/GAO Draft Report) 

. POD Restaonse. Concur. It should also be explained, however, 
that the DOD, at one time, did allow carriers to settle claims 
directly with Service members but, because this process was 
unacceptable, it was changed to the current procedure. 
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1 &GRents nom the beticm 

Movers Conference 

October I, 1987 

Dear Hr. Connor: 

Attached is a coordinated industry response to your 
Draft Report entitled Household Goods: Carriers’ Liability 
on DOD Shipments Increased (Code 393226). The Household 
Good6 Carrisrrf Bureau will be submitting additional comments 
a6 a supplement in the next few days. 

Yours tru 

NRB:mkb 

Attachment 

A~lgm~ Mwere Conference - 2200 Mil l  Road . Alexandm VA  22314 . (703) 838.1930 .Al/hated with Amencen Tr&w~g Associefmns 
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October 5, 1987 

Mr. Henry W. Connor 
Senior Associate Director 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

We thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on 
the draft report entitled Household Goods: 
on DOD Shipments Increased (Code 393226). 

Carrier Liability 

The moving industry agrees with GAO that Project REVAL 
was the major factor in MTMC’s decision to increase the 
carrier’s liability from $.60 per pound per article to the 
full depreciated value of damaged or lost articles up to a 
maximum amount 
multiplied by $ 

er shipment based on the shipment weight 
.25 per pound. However, to base conclusions, 

projections and/or to justify expansion of the carrier 
liability provisions in the DOD domestic rate solicitation 
upon Project REVAL data is a mistake! 

As far back as 1983, the American Movers Conference, 
other carrier associations, and many carriers stated in 
writing to MTMC that the Project REVAL data was inaccurate 
and therefore, its conclusions were erroneous. This position 
is now supported by the GAO statement that, “We found the 
accuracy of this test to be questionable...” (page 3, Draft 
Report, Household Goods: Carrier Liability on DOD Shipments 
Increased, code 393226). The GAO verification of the Project 
REVAL data for Interstate Van Lines wherein GAO found that 
REVAL test data for this carrier was seriously flawed further 
supports the industry contention that REVAL data was errone- 
ous. (page 4, Draft Report, Household Goods: Carrier 
Liability on DOD Shipments Increased, Code 393226) Addi- 
tionally, Air Force officials confirmed GAO’s findings 
concerning Interstate Van Lines and stated, “...that similar 
REVAL test data errors probably occurred for other carriers.” 
(page 5, Household Goods: Carrier Liability on DOD Shipments 
Increased, Code 393226). Therefore, we believe the GAO 
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See(p 12 
I 

Seep. 12. 

,p. 12, 13 

Page two 

should clearly indicate by a statement in the final report 
that the justification for transferring and expanding of the 
carrier liability provisions in the DOD Rate Solicitation was 
based upon faulty REVAL data and any projections of claims 
costs, carrier revenue recovery estimates using REVAL data 
may not be factual and are likely to be misleading. 

Generally, movers do not share the GAO conclusion that 
the impact of the increased liability on the number and 
amount of claims cannot be predicted. Without using the 
flawed REVAL data, GAO could use the MTMC fiscal year 1985 
historical shipment and military claims payout data to 
project the number and average claim amount under the 
increased carrier liability program. Carriers have little 
doubt that the military claim services will attempt to 
recover the entire claim payout which averaged in FY 1985 
over $609 through direct demands on carriers or by set-off 
procedures. Therefore, using the MTMC historical FY 1985 
shipment and claims data, the GAO should be able to determine 
the potential effect the increased carrier liability program 
will have on carrier revenue and government costs and put it 
in their final report. 

We would agree the establishment of a single rate for 
the valuation charge that is perceived as fair and adequate 
for all carriers would be difficult. However, we do believe 
that-ae GAO could determine a single rate for the valuation 
charge using MTMC historical claim frequency and payout 
experience that would be a fair and adequate rate for the 
“average” or better performing carriers. The “average” or 
better performing carriers being those carriers who had an 
average claim payout in FY 1985 of $609 or lower. The GAO 
selected 54 carriers from the FY 1985 MTMC historical data 
and concluded that the average claim frequency is 16.01 
percent or one claim in every 6.25 shipments. Recognizing 
that carriers provide different levels of performance, 
carriers with the better performance records should receive 
proper compensation for their good services. Improved 
service is the military’s stated overall objective for 
increasing carrier liability. Therefore, the GAO should 
recommend a single valuation charge that provides fair and 
adequate compensation for the “average” or better performing 
carriers. 

To arrive at a fair and adequate shipment valuation 
charge, the table below shows the comparison of shipments, 
claims and costs per claim for FY 1978 through FY 1985. The 
average cost per claim increased f,rom $460 in 1978 to $609 in 
FY 1985, for a total increase of 32.2. percent. The CPI for 
all items during the same period increased 63.2 percent. 
Thus, claim costs lagged well behind inflation. The $609 
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Page three 

averaae cost in 1985 reallv eauals $474 in 1978 dollars, 
verifiing a decline in claims’severity. ($460 to $3 

cow-w- aAl ldW?OW 

T!T’ rot4’ 
TOtbl chlmo *r*n(. * l lwnw 
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Iv?* N/A 3b.011 N/A 4er e.0 
leoa N/A 34.110 N/A 610 44 
I#11 N/A 400.013 N/A *a1 0.4 
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It is necessary to identify what proportion of the $609 
average military claim payment to service members will be 
recovered from the carriers. GAO’s draft report indicates 
that 22% is non-recoverable. Certain Air Force personnel 
have indicated to GAO that only 5% of a given claim will be 
non-recoverable from the moving industry. The moving 
industry believes that the Air Force reference to a 5% 
non-recoverable amount identifies the intent of the military. 
Nevertheless, for this response only and as a starting point, 
movers will accept the GAO’s estimated 22% to show that a 
fair and adequate valuation charge can be arrived at for the 
“average” or better performing carriers. As times goes on, 
actual claim recovery figures will become available and 
should be used annually to adjust the valuation charge. 

To start the program, the amount to be paid to the 
“average” or better performing carriers for increased 
valuation would be $.85 per $100 valuation computed ,as 
follows: 

1. Total Number of claims 35,893 
2. Basis for valuation 

$609 less 22% or $609 x 78% $475 
3. Total claims dollars to be 

covered (Line 1 x Line 2) $17,049,175 
4. Less: Portion applicable to 

60 cents per pound liability - 
provided free by carriers $4,650,367 

5. Less: portion to be paid to 
carriers as SIT valuation $782,758 

6. Net to be recovered by 
valuation charge 
(Line 3 - Lines 4 & 5) $11,616,050 

7. Total weight FY 85 shipments 1,086,158,592 lbs. 
a. Valuation @  $1.25 per pound 

(Line 7 x $1.25 divided by 100) $13,601,982 
9. Charge per $100 of valuation 

(Line 6 divided by Line 8) $.85 
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A p p e n d i x  III 
C o m m e n t s  F r o m  the A m e r i c a n  
Move rs  Con fe rence  

S & p .  13 .  

S C  p.  14 .  

Se igp .  1 4  

P a g e  four  

T h e  ac tua l  cost  to the  g o v e r n m e n t  for  p rov id ing  a  
sh ipmen t  va lua t ion  to the  car r ie r  of  $ . 8 5  p e r  $ 1 0 0  va lua t ion  
is sl ight ly less t h a n  D O D ’s cur ren t  c la im payou t .  S till 
t hough ,  this $ . 8 5  p e r  $ 1 0 0  va lua t ion  wil l  in  l a rge  m e a s u r e  
c o m p e n s a t e  the  “a v e r a g e ” o r  be t te r  pe r f o rm ing  car r ie rs  at  the  
m i n i m u m  level .  

N E T  C O S T  T O  G O V E R N M E N T  

U n d e r  6 0  cents  U n d e r  $ 1 . 2 5  
P e r  P o u n d  Va lua t i on  
Liabi l i ty  @ $ .85  p e r  $ 1 0 0  

Va lua t i on  

1. Tota l  no .  of  c la ims ( p e r  G A O )  3 5 , 0 9 3  3 5 , 8 9 3  
2.  A v e r a g e  c la im p a i d  to serv ice  

M e m b e r  ( o e r  G A O )  $ 6 0 9  $ 6 0 9  
3.  Tota l  C ib ims C o & t  

( L i ne  1  x L i n e  2 )  $ 2 1 , 8 5 8 , 8 3 7  $ 2 1 , 8 5 8 , 8 3 7  
4.  Recove ry  f rom Car r ie r  

@  $ . 6 0  p e r  lb. ( p e r  G A O )  ( $ 4 , 6 5 0 , 3 6 7 1  xxx 
@  7 8 %  recove ry  f rom car r ie rs  xxx ( $ 1 7 , 0 4 9 , 8 9 3 )  

5.  S IT va lua t ion  p a y m e n t  to car r ie rs  $ 7 8 2 , 7 5 8  
6.  Va lua t i on  p a y m e n t  to car r ie rs  

@  $ . 8 5  p e r  $ 1 0 0  va lua t ion  $ 1 1 , 5 6 1 , 6 8 5  
7.  Ne t  cost  to g o v e r n m e n t  

$ 1 7 , 2 0 8 , 4 7 0  $ 1 7 , 1 5 3 , 8 8 7  
( s u m  of  l ines 3 - 4 )  ( s u m  of  l ines 3  

+  5  +  6  -  4 )  

T o  wha teve r  ex tent  that  recove ry  f rom the  car r ie rs  
e x c e e d s  7 8 % , the  costs to the  g o v e r n m e n t  wil l  dec l ine .  In 
fact, for  e a c h  p e r c e n t a g e  po in t  of  recove ry  a b o v e  7 0 % , the  
g o v e r n m e n t  wil l  r e d u c e  its costs by  $ 2 1 8 , 5 8 8 .  

It is impor tan t  to st ress that  the  $ . 8 5  p e r  $ 1 0 0  
va lua t ion  c h a r g e  wil l  no t  m a k e  the  “car r ie r  indust ry  w h o l e ” 
vis-a-vis the  i nc rease  in  l iab i l i ty - -consider  the  fo l lowing:  

(a )  T h e  latest ava i lab le  M T M C  1 9 8 5  a v e r a g e  c la im payou t  
con t inues  to b e  u p d a t e d  a n d  e a c h  n e w  u p d a t e  resul ts  in  a  
hi ; ;er  a v e r a g e  c la im payou t .  T h e  most  recen t  a v e r a g e  is 

G A O . ’ 
T h e  $ . 8 5  c h a r g e  is b a s e d  o n  $ 6 0 9  d e v e l o p e d  by  

(b )  T h e  c la im do l la r  recove ry  ra t io  acco rd ing  to G A O  is 
2 2 % , w h e r e a s  the  A i r  Fo rce  be l ieves  it wil l  b e  c loser  to 
5 % . T h e  m o v i n g  indust ry  a g r e e s  wi th  the  A i r  Force;  a n d ,  
as  a  resul t ,  t he  va lua t ion  r e v e n u e  wil l  fal l  shor t  of  
the  c la ims do l la rs  p a i d  out .  
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see .14. 
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See ip, 14. 

S0fi 1 /I 14. 

p, 14, 15. 

15. 

Page five 

(c) The valuation charge ($.85) reflects claim dollar 
payouts only-- the valuation charge does not include 
carriers’ incrleased administrative costs, increased cost 
of capital, and increased insurance costs associated 
with the transfer of risk from the government to 
industry ($.60 per lb. per article vs. $1.25 x weight of 
shipment). 

The GAO draft report using the selected 54 carriers does 
not QrWid@ any evidence substantiating a “windfall” profit 
for ths better performing carriers should they receive $.85 
par $100 valuation. No evidence is provided that GAO 
considered and included in their explanation of carrier 

% 
srfornance differences all the cost items for doing 
ueinass; such as cost of borrowing money, increase ih staff 

and overhead to handle $1.25 claims and the increased cost of 
insurance. The cost of insurance alone for movers sihce 1984 
has risen 134 percent, based upon an HHGCB verified statement 
submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission as part of a 
rate tiling procedure. It appears GAO has used in their 
estimate of impact on government costs, the faulty REVAL data 
on a claim revenue in/revenue out basis to arrive at a 
conclusion that there is only a $3 million revenue shortfall 
for the carrier industry using $.64 per $100 valuation. 

To say carriers can handle this transfer of claims costs 
in several ways ignores day-to-day business practices. 
First, movers agree that most carriers can make some improve- 
ment in performance but to believe that a 34 percent reduc- 
tion in claims cost based upon the faulty REVAL report is 
misleading. The GAO-verified Interstate Van Lines data 
sUQQOrts the position that 34 percent REVAL projected 
improvement is unrealistic. 

Na%t, carriers do not purposely lose or damage personal 
property shipments. In theory and over a period of time, 
fusing of claim costs into the transportation rates will be 
necessary for the inept carriers who do not improve their 
service and have claims costs higher than the “averagb” 
carriare. Additionally, hiding claim costs in the 
transportation rate would be misleading. Congression+l 
oversight of claim costs would be nearly impossible, bnd 
actual transportation costs will be difficult to determine 
both for the carrier and the government. 

Additionally, even in today’s highly competitive 
military marketplace, carriers have not been able to ~ 
accurately include the claim costs in their transport tion 
rates. The reason being is that after five months in o the E 
$1.25 program, some carriers have received only one 0)~ two 
subrogation claims and others have received a limited number 
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of claims in relation to the number of shipments transported. 
:;:1;A;e members traditionally are slow in filing their 

Yet, the rate filing procedures required a carrier 
to fil; rates on September 1, 1987 with little or no claim 
experience. This places the carriers in a precarious posi- 
tion because some carriers and agents are dependent upon the 
military business for their existence and cash flow. They 
must be competitive for every cycle or their cash flow will 
stop. Therefore, they have met their competition’s rate not 
knowing their true claims costs. 

Finally, carriers/agents cannot absorb the loss and 
damage claims and continue to survive. In this situation, 
the carrier is a stand-in for the insurance company and if 
the “premium” does not cover losses, the mover will not be 
around in the future to provide shipment services. 

Additional comments on the Draft Report are at Enclosure 
1. 

We thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on 
the draft GAO Report. 

Houeehold Goods Forwarders 
Association of America 

Peter Ruane, President 
National Moving & Storage 

Association 

a4 R?bJb-- 
Edward Bocko 
Independent Movers Conference 

Enclosure 

,cQu.J& (&t&T- 
Edward Bocko 
Movers’ & Warehousemen’s 

Association of America 

. General Counsel 
Household Goods Forwarders 

Association of America 

eawcvsl E3- 
Edward Bocko 
Movers Round Table 
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See pp, 13,14,11 
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Comments on the GAO Draft Report Household Goods Carrier 
Liability on DOD shipments Increased (3-1 

GAO - Background 

Since the military services wanted to retain claims 
settlement for DOD household goods shipments, MTMC 
artablirhed a compensatory rate for the additional carrier 
liability of S.64 for every $100 of shipment valuation in 
addition to freight charges, plus an additional 10 p ercZiit of - 
any t ecaporary storage charges. The American Movers 
Conference and the Household Goods Carriers Bureau, on behalf 
of member carriers, contend that the compensatory rate should 
be $1.13 per $100 valuation, plus 10 percent of any temporary 
storage charges. 

American Movers Conference Comments 

The use of word “compensatory” in the underlined phrase 
has not been proven correct by either MTMC or the GAO. The 
moving industry has never been provided with any data on how 
MTMC arrived at the $.64 and has stated repeatedly that the 
$.64 was not sufficient compensation if the DOD continues to 
settle claims. The moving industry believes a figures of at 
least $1.13 is the minimum necessary for the “average” or 
better performing carrier to begin to cover most of their 
claims costs caused by the increased risk. 

The offers of $1.13, $1.04 and now $.65 per $100 
valuation will not compensate all carriers for all their 
risks. However, the industry made these series of offers in 
an attempt to point out the need for additional revenue. 
Each lowering of the valuation charge increased the shortfall 
of revenue to more carriers. 

GAO - Project REVAL 

Project Reval compared costs and carrier performance on 
40,567 shipments of Air Force household goods at $.60 per 
pound per article maximum carrier liability with 12,252 
similar shiDments usins the maximum carrier liabilitv of 
$1.25 per pbund per shipment with a compensatory rat; of $.SO 

or $100 valuation. The results of the test showed that witFi 
he increased carrier liability, the average amount of 

household goods damage claim paid was reduced by 34 percent 
from that occurring for shipments with $.60 per pound per 
article liability. The test Concluded that (1) the increased 
liabilitV qave the carriers incentive to reduce shioment 
damage, iind (2) the combination of reduced average claim 
amounts and added liability compensation would actually have 
a favorable impact on carrier profitability. Project REVAL 
was a major factor in MTMC’s declslon to increase carrier 
liability. 
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Movers Conference 

The American Movers Conference Comments 

The underlined phrase is misleading. In 1966, when the 
rate of $.50 per $100 valuation was established for comner- 
cial shipments, it may have been compensatory for the moving 
indurtry. The two primary reasons the moving industry has 
“lived” with the $.50 valuation charge is that first, on 
couorcial shipments, the carrier settles the claims, not the 
owner or shipper as the DOD does at three t imes the claims 
rettleaent for commercial shipments at the same valuation 
($609 vs. $225). Secondly, the moving industry “sells up” 
the valuation on commercial shipments to an average of $2.74 
per $100 valuation. This generates a revenue pool from which 
claims are paid. The S.64 the DOD offers does not 

%  
enerate 

sufficient revenue to pay claims and therefore the .64 is 
not compensatory. 
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Carriers’ Bureau 

HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIERS’ BUREAU 
161 I Dukr Vrcw ,lrrmdr,r \ , L:, I t 4,“~ 

JOSSPH M. HARRISON 
Pnlrdrnr 

October 6, 1987 

Mr. Henry W. Connor 
DlRECTORS Senlor Associate Director 

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
RICHARD 1. RUSSELL 
Chmnun 
Indtanapolts. IN 

ROBERT BAER 
V,rr cb‘umI#n 
Fenton, MO 

JOSEPH RUFFOLO 
s*mmy 
Fort Wayne. IN 

SIDNEY EPSTEIN 
rm‘wrer 
Chicago. IL 

DAVID A. ARPIN 
East Gacnwch. RI 

BILL ASHER 
Indwxpohr. IN 

CEKABD P. BAKKIEAU 
Hartford. CT 

ANDRUS E. BATES 
Ind,anapoln. IN 

EDWARD BLAND 
Carrolhon. l-x 
MICHABL CARTWBICHT 
Grandwcv. MO 

THOMAS FACAN 
Evuwllr, IN 

W C. POGLE 
Long Bach. CA 
MAURICE GREENBLATT 
Frnron MO 
KARL HOUE 
For! Wayne. IN 

JOHN KAPiB 
Columbus. GA 
CLIFPORD C KNOWLES 
Hdlade. IL 

JOHN KOCI 
waunu. WI 
THOMAS WVIN 
ChnSo. IL 

DONALD MARTIN. JR. 
Burhog1an. MA 
A E. MOMUSSETTE. JK 
Sprmgficld. VA 
E. S. KAWLT 
Ind,anapol,s. IN 

BOBBRT SANDORA 
Hdlndc. IL 
IIOBEBT SEELER 
Onngr. CA 
GEM WAGNER 
Evu~v,llc. IN 

Washington. DC 20640 

Dear Mr. Connor: 

On behalf of the 1700 members of the Household Goods 
Carriers’ Bureau, we thank you ror the opportunity to provide 
comment relatlve to GAO’s drart report entltled. Household 
Goods: Carrfer Lfabllity On DOD Shipments Increased. 

The Bureau has examlned the referenced draft report 
carefully and, as a result, provlded its initial response to the 
American Movers Conference as part of a joint submission of 
the movlng industry’s posltlon regardlng the GAO drart report. 
However, thls letter wlll serve to provide supplementary 
comments to those submltted by the American Movers 
Conference on behalf of the industry. 

The GAO draft report contains three conclusions which 
serve as the basls for the entlre report. These are: 

1. “First, the impact of the increased llabllity on the 
number and amount 0r claims cannot be 
predlcted.” 

2. “Because of the dliferlng levels of carrier 
performance, It would be dlfflcult to establlsh a 
single rate that is perceived as fair and adequate 
for all carriers.” 

3. “...Approxlmately $3 mllllon dollars In costs that 
are now absorbed by the government will be 
transferred to the household goods carrier 
Industry.” 

It 1s apparent to the Bureau that the draft report 
contains a contradlctlon In two of the three conclusions. 
That is, II conclusion 1 is accurate, then conclusion 3 cannot 
be accurate. Conversely, ir conclusion 3 is correct, 
conclusion 1 must be inaccurate. It la the Bureau’s positlon 
that conclusion 1 1s Inaccurate In that the dollar Impact of 
increased llabllity can be reasonably predicted. and that 
conclusion 3 slgnlflcantly understates the increased costs to 
be absorbed by the moving lndustry as a result or the 
transfer of rlsks associated with the increased llablllty at 
issue. 
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@pact Of Incre88ed Wablllty 

There are three elements which affect lncreaeed 118blllty expoeure, 
namely: 

1. Frequency of claims. 
2. Severity of damage. 
3. That pO?tlOn of the amount of claims paid by the 

government to the service member that all1 be transferred 
(parsed through) to movers. 

Although precise forecartlng of the economic consequences of the 
lncreaee in llablllty 1s dlfflcult. historical operatlng practices aan nerve 
81 8 re8eonable barls for predlctlng the Impact of lncreaned lllliblllty on 
the crrrler Industry. It lo reasonable to aeeume that each DOD approved 
c8rrlrr 16 a prudent buelnesrman and follows prudent burlners pr8ctlcer. 
There carrlere exerclre the rame degree of care In handling rhlpments 
released at 6Oc per pound, PI they would ln handllng rhlpmentb rele88ed 
at the $1.26 level. Mlnlmlzlng ehlpment damage enhancer 8’ carrier’s 
rrputatlon, reduce0 claim, payout& and contrlbuter to a rucce8rful 
bottomllns. 

Becaure of the foregolng, there ~111 be no slgnlflcant mhange In 
clalmr frequency or clalme reverlty ae a result of the ln$rease In 
llablllty. Therefore, uee of available FY 86 shipment data doe6 :provlde a 
reasonable estimate of the impact of the lncreared llablllty. HOwever, It 
le Important that the FY 86 data flle containing the rhlpment d&a reflect 
complete and accur8te lnformatlon. 

GAO’6 us@ of FY 86 data was based on the followlng data elements: 
1. ShIpmenU 226,149 
2. Weight 1,074,691,224 lbr. 
3. Claims 26,100 
4. Total C18lmr Pald (l&279.677 
6. Average Claim Paid $609 
Source data wed by GAO was comprised of computer; printout6 

obtrlned from MTYC, which dld not include Navy and Yarlne Cdrpr clalme 
dat8. To account for these mleslng Navy and Yarlne Corpr c~alms, GAO 
u8ed 8 factor of 1.43. The 1.43 factor was derived from hlrtotlcal MTMC 
recordr which were based on the ratlo of Navy and Yarlne CorpS claims to 
Army/Air Force clalmr. In other words. the assumptlon was tha Army/Air 

1 Force Cl8lm6 equalled 70% of total claims, and factoring the 7 W  by 1.43 
equalled 100% (26,100 claim6 x 1.43 = 36,893 total clrlmr). 

I 

s ep. 10. 

i 
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GAO also factored the $16279,677 of claims cost by the same 1.43 to 
determine it8 total claim8 cost of $21,849.796. At this point the 1.43 
factor ae6umee that Navy/Marine Corps claims dollars and number of 
claim6 accounted for 30% of the total. However, the Bureau’s analysis of 
recent NTMC claims data indicates that claim8 dollars for the Navy and 
Marine Corps in FY 86 will be significantly greater than estimated by 
GAO. Over the past year there have been a number of computer-generat- 
ed analyses of claims costs for FY 86 made available by MTMC. Table 1 
below contains summary results of these reports by date of 8Vailability. 

Table 1 

Line 
No. 

1 
2 
3 

MTMC Summary Results Of FY 86 Claims Costs 
Claims 
Amount 

No. Of Paid By 
Description Claims Government 

(a) (b) (c) 
Processed 8-13-86 20,873 $12,064.179 
Processed l-22-87 24,817 14.742,686 
GAO Data 26.100 16.279.677 

Average 
Cost Per 
Claim 

(d) 
2678 

694 
609 

HTMC commenced adding 
Navy/Marine Come Cl&l= 
In March, 1987 

4 Processed 8- 19-87 29,474 18.618.261 628 

6 

Difference between GAO 
Report and 8-19-87 
ReDOrt 
Line 4 lees line 3 4,374 3.238.684 $740 

The claims information added to the database between the date the 
GAO draft report wan completed and the August 19, 1987, HTMC report are 
derived from either of two sources: 

1. Late filed Army/Air Force Claims - To the extent this 1s 
fact, the 36,893 claims number and $21.8 million claims coat 
becomes understated, since the 26,100 Army/Air Force claims 
would be understated (26,100 x 1.43 = 36,893). 

2. Navy/Marine Corpe Claims - To the extent this is fact, the 
average cost of these claims 1s slgnlflcantly higher ($609 
vs. $740). This implies that factoring the claims dollars 
by 1.43 produces a slgnlflcant understatement. 
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GAO’s analysis of FY 86 shipments and clalme data included a 
detailed revlew of the speclflc actlvltlea of 64 carriers that accounted for 
$(I% of the 226,149 shipments utlllzed by GAO. For these carriers, GAO 
devalopsd a clalmrr frequency of 18.01%. or one claim for every 8.24 
ahlpments serviced. The Bureau’8 analyels of 10 mejor carriers (nine of 
whom are included In GAO’s group of 64), developed a claims frequency of 
17.64%, or one claim for every 6.7 shlpmente serviced. 

An analysls of 64 carriers should produce more rellable results than 
that of 10 carriers; however, once again the 1.43 factor was used to 
factor the Army/Air Force clalme to account for mlsslng Navy and Marlne 
Corps claims. The 10 study carrier analysls performed by the Bureau 
accounted for all shipments and all clalma. 

There appears to be no evidence to suggest that the 1.43 fabtor used 
by GAO Is valtd for FY 86 clalma. In fact, Table 1 clearly Indlc8tes that 
ucle of the 1.43 factor may have understated the results. both as to 
number of clalms and clalma dollars. 

There appears to be an addltional problem associated with an 
accurate count of FY 86 total shlpments. Table 2 below compares the 
varlour total shlpment count8 llsted In several different reports released 
by HTMC. 

Table 2 

FY 86 Total Shipments And Welght 

Line Total 
No. Descrlptlon Total Weight 

(a) Shlpments Ubs.) 
(b) (c) 

1 Report Procerred 8-13-86 223,318 1,062,368,364 
2 Report Procerred l-22-87 228,694 1,088,168,692 
3 GAO Data 226.149 1,074 4891 I8 , 224 

GAO has Predicated Its results on 228,149 shipmente, whgreae the 
Traffic Management Progrers Report circulated by MTMC for FY :86 show8 
nearly 229,000 ahlpments. It appears that the January, lQ&, report 
provldea the correct count of Code 1 and 2 shlpmente. 

When the Bureau developed lte claims count of 40,122, we 1; uted 
daimr frequency of the 10 study carriers (1 in 6.7) to th 
rhlpmentr. Asnumlng the 64 carrier analysle by GAO and the 
Claim8 frequency (16.01%) 1s valld. the claims figure would 
(228,694 X 16.01%), not 36,893 as shown In the draft report. 

i 

the 
228,694 

c ncomitant 
e 36,614 
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If the revised claims count 1s used together with the latest average 
claims cost of $628, the total claims cost equals $23.0 million, rather than 
$21.8 million ao computed by GAO. Instead of the $3.0 million shortfall 
calculated by GAO, the shortfall becomes 3.8 million. 

The point of demonstrating the potentlal flaws In the GAO 
crlculatlons is to confirm that the actual shortfall of carrier revenues 
associated with the Increased llablllty is In fact somewhere between $3.0 
million (based on 78% recovery from the carriers by the governnient) and 
$6.7 mllllon (based on 96% recovery from the carriers by the gov8rnment). 
This range assumes the 36,893 claims averaging $609 is valid. 

A Fair Andaeauate Rate Level 
The moving industry has never requested a rate level that would 

cover all the costs for all carriers. Every analysls of required Valuation 
revenue was based on average costs of claims. The Bureau’s initial 
revenue determlnatlon was based on an average claims payout of $678, 
then based on $694 (later available statistics from MTNC). Obviously, use 
of averages never fully compensate those carriers that are above the 
average. 

GAO demonstrates a concern with “wlndfall profits” resulting from 
establishing a valuation level based on the average claim cost. The term 
“windfall profits” usually connotes “excessive and unusual profits”. Of 
the 64 carriers reviewed by GAO, only 16 showed an excess of valuation 
revenue over claims coets. Three of these carriers, which happen to be 
the beat performlng carriers, were intrastate carriers. Part :of their 
positive performance can be attributed to the short-haul intrastate nature 
of their market. Of these 16 carriers, the largest negative shortfall 
squalled 149,096. If the 864 valuation rate’ were paid to this carrier, Its 
negatlve shortfall would increase to $94,127. Based on gross revenues 
paid to this carrier of $7.096,446, its so-called “windfall profits” would 
equal 1.3%. Even using industry’s latest offer of 86$. 20 of the 64 
carriers would continue to show a revenue shortfall. 

It is important to stress that movers causing fewer claims would not 
reap “windfall profits”; instead, they would be appropriately rewgrded for 
their favorable performance by being able to recoup some of the ;up-front 
money they invest in loss preventlon programs, claims adjusting 4xpenses, 
and safety efforts. “High performing carrlere” do not accumulate ;ftxcellent 
claims records wlthout lncurrlng major. ongoing expenses. 

Superior performers should be rewarded for their investment In the 
commitment to quallty, while marginal performers have a sl$nlflcant, 
Immediate financial Incentive to improve the quality of their service. 

In summary, It Is dlfflcult, if not Impossible, to reap ~“wlndfall 
profits” until you have accounted for all the costs of perfor lng the 
service, plus a reasonable profit margin. +  The computation made by GAO 
only accounted for an estlmate of the claims dollars. The comput 

I 
tlon did 

not account for the cost6 of processing claims. training. or any o, her loss 
prevention programs. 

1 See 869 valuation rate offer detailed by industry In AMC’a letter dated 
October 6, 1987. 
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Conclusion 
A reasonable and falr valuation charge cnn be developed from readily 

available claim and shipment data. Depending upon which “set of data” 1s 
utilized, a valuatlon charge can be developed to recoup revenues ranging 
from 3.0 to 3.6 mllllon dollars (using the GAO method) or 6.7 million 
dollars (using Industry’s method). 

Although a revenue shortfall at111 exlsts, indU8try 1s wllllng to adopt 
86C per $100 valuatlon. which essentially equates to GAO’s revenue 
shortfall determlnatlon. 

It has been demonstrated that adoptlon of the 360 valuatlon will not 
result In “windfall profits” to the carrier Industry. 

It ha8 been prevlously demonstrated that the competltlve rate 
rolIcltatlon program or MTMC rewards tonnage to carriers wlth thb lowest 
competltlve rate; thereiore, a carrier who determlnea a need for more 
compenratlon through Increasing hls rate offer to recoup the increased 
Ilability 1s roreclosed from doing so as a result of the fact that hls 
competltlon offer0 a lower rate. It doer carriers little good to incorporate 
Ilablllty coots through hlgher rates, If no buslness 1s tendered. 

The only viable alternatlve offered to carriers by GAO 1s to simply 
“absorb the loss”. Since carriers will be absorblng the increased cost of 
capital, lncreared admlnlstratlve cootr, and Increased ineurance caste 
arroclrted alth this rlgnlflcant risk transfer, it 1s patently unfair to 
;wc~;d9 lnduetry from awIesslng a rePBonPble valuation charge IStic: per 

Thank you for allowlng the Bureau the opportunlty to comment. 
Very truly yours, 

ARRIERS’ BUREAU 

JYH:mp 
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